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Stand-Ins:
Homage to Jean Luc Godard (Corrected), 1986-2021
The Problem with Joan Didion, 2021
Susan Sontag vs. SUSAN SONTAG, 2021
Sad Gray Story, 2020
Deconstructed (Blow-Up), 2020
Chairman Andy, 2021
(According to Chris), 2021

Objects of Desire:

From time to time, an object can appear that calls out and makes you covetous. 
What is it about this thing that grants its allure, its capacity to carry mean-
ing? The anthropologist Alfred Gell described such objects and their function 
as ambassadors. What if we were to consider objects not for their aesthetic, 
symbolic, or metaphoric qualities, but as intermediaries (messengers) between 
people?     
     Here are a number of objects that have, over the years, gotten a hold on 
me. These are not the originals, and so don’t posses the aura of the thing once 
touched by famous hands. They are facsimiles of particular objects, each dis-
played in a custom built case that infers the original owner’s habits and actions.

Objects of Desire:
Joyce’s Schema, 2020
Andy’s Doodles, 2020 
Jackie’s French Verbs, 2020
Austen’s Pins, 2020
Barthes’ Exercises, 2020
Nabokov’s Collection, 2020

Stand-Ins: 

A stand-in is a person who, for the technical purposes of lighting and blocking, 
substitutes for the actor before filming. The director may ask a stand-in to 
deliver dialogue and walk through the upcoming scenes, but a stand-in does 
not appear on camera.
     In the 1980’s I produced a number of works that I referred to as “Stand-Ins.” 
Each work consisted of an unfurled roll of seamless backdrop paper, on which 
was placed a piece of furniture (most often a chair) accompanied by objects/
props such as books, open magazines and newspapers, pieces of clothing, and 
framed images. These works hover somewhere between sculpture and mise en 
scène. They are forensic clues, perhaps left in a photographer’s studio for a 
detective’s perusal. Now, many years later, I’m returning to this form and pre-
senting one of the original works, together with several new ones.
     A photographer rolls down a swath of seamless backdrop paper in order to 
frame what is placed in front of it, and thus to photograph a model and props 
in isolated seamless color. The point of this color field framing is to divorce 
the objects from the real world, rendering them seamlessly contextless and 
spaceless.
     These backdrop papers function similarly as a framing device, but there is 
no photographer, and no photographs are taken. We see just the set up - one 
that implies an event that has already taken place or will happen soon. Though 
the objects and paper are physically in front of you, they seem strangely to exist 
not in the present tense, but are somehow atemporal, timeless.
     I recently set out to make a new series of Stand-In works that would appear 
“on paper,” but there is a point in the mysterious process of creating when the 
artwork talks back to its maker, and proclaims what it wants and doesn’t want. 
So, some of these portrait-like works did not want or require a backdrop paper. 
C’est la vie.
     For many years I’ve explored in my work what it means to pay tribute to or 
honor someone or someplace, and have given attention to ways of conjuring 
up the presence of an absent person or a memory. I’ve pondered the forms 
of memorials, tributes, commemoratives, and homages. The works presented 
here come close to portraiture, but these are not portraits. Each prop or fur-
niture piece acts as a metonymic device, a thing that is used as a substitute for 
an absent someone. Returning to this form during this past complex year, it 
feels as though the conjuring of an absent person has taken on new resonance 
and depth.
     I had really wanted to title this show “Works on Paper,” arguably one of 
the world’s worst titles, guaranteed to elicit zero curiosity, and to beckon no 
audience at all. I settled, however, on “Works on Paper, on Paper” (the framing 
of the frame).



Homage to Jean-Luc Godard (Corrected), 1986-2021
Yellow backdrop paper, Victorian wooden and cane child’s posture correction chair, 
wall paint, framed photograph of Jean-Luc Godard, by F. C. Gundlach 1961.

I had already made several of these chair and backdrop-paper “homages” when, 
one day in Berlin, I walked into a photography exhibition and saw this F. C. 
Gundlach 1961 portrait of Jean-Luc Godard seated on a wood chair in front 
of an unfurled roll of backdrop paper. It was an uncanny moment: Godard, a 
personal hero, looking as though he had just walked into one of my works and 
sat down. I was moved to buy the print, and, uncharacteristically, did so.
     I recall that at the time I loved the way Godard’s films skirted the simplistic 
interior voice; the way that everything important was communicated ellipti-
cally - precisely detailed surfaces speaking for themselves. I loved the cagey 
step backward from explanation; the abandoned ground scattered with clues.
     In Gundlach’s photograph, taken while Godard was representing his first 
film “À bout de souffle” the pose on the chair on the paper in the room creates 
a pseudo set that exposes itself as artificial and contingent. It lets the viewer in 
on the fiction of the photo shoot, until you realize that it is still a set-up, and 
that the fiction promoted is that you are in on the joke. Taking this cinematic 
Droste effect to its next level, I included the photograph in a larger homage 
next to a roll of yellow backdrop paper and an (empty) bentwood café chair 
standing in for Godard. 
     Sometimes life is perfect. There is a postscript to this story. This work 
was shown at an art fair where the booth was visited by F. C. Gundlach, who 
turned out to be also a collector of photography. He bought the piece.
     The first version of this piece from 1986, employed a Thonet bentwood 
chair as a stand-in. Recently, upon 
closer inspection, and after some 
prodigious research, it was discov-
ered that the ever incorrigible God-
ard was actually sitting on a 19th 
century child’s posture correction 
chair. This fact alone warranted a 
remake. (Maybe we could could 
even consider this as a visual equiva-
lent of a re-recorded and re-released 
“Taylor’s  Version.”)

 Irving Penn’s Backdrop (Metropolitan Museum), 2017



The Problem with Joan Didion, 2021
Cast and blown glass objects displayed on underlit faux mantel, photograph of  Didon in  the living 
room of her Park Avenue apartment, Victorian Lacrymatory tear vessel-a bottle used for collecting tears.

I am not the society in microcosm. I am a thirty-four-year-old woman with long 
straight hair and an old-fashioned bikini bathing suit and bad nerves sitting on 
an island in the middle of the Pacific waiting for a tidal wave that will not come.

Joan Didion, “The White Album,” 1979

Let’s get things straight: I’m not comparing myself with Joan Didion, a fellow 
Californian, who has been an inspiration, alter ego, ghostwriter, my tug-of-
war team captain, since I discovered her writing in the 1970s. Her forensic 
attention to detail, her invention of a ways of observing and describing - of 
being inside and outside the incident, her bestowal of equal weight to people 
and objects in their settings, have all encouraged me. 
     Though her thinking and writing are innately radical, the problem to 
many critics can be located in Didion’s upscale, haute, and twee voice and 
tastes (and I have been accused of similar crimes). In 1980 one critic wrote: 

“When I am asked why I do not find Joan Didion appealing, I am tempted to an-
swer -not entirely facetiously - that my charity does not naturally extend itself to 
someone whose lavender love seats match exactly the potted orchids on her mantel, 
someone who has porcelain elephant end tables, someone who has chosen to burden 
her daughter with the name Quintana Roo; I am disinclined to find endearing a 
chronicler of the 1960s who is beset by migraines that can be triggered by her deco-
rator’s having pleated instead of gathered her new dining room curtains.”                                            

If  there is a problem, then I would argue that the solution can be found in 
Didion’s bravery, casting that same uncompromising forensic eye and pen on 
herself, her tragedies and tears. 

Susan Sontag vs. SUSAN SONTAG, 2021
Black photographic backdrop paper, pedestals, daybed, strewn contact sheets, and 
framed iconic photograph of Susan Sontag by Peter Hujar, 1975.

Photography is subject to intense moral scrutiny. We question the prolifera-
tion of violent images, worry about subjects’ consent to be photographed, fear 
that manipulated pictures will create harmful misreadings of critical issues, 
and fret that taking pictures excessively diminishes our ability to experience 
the world. These concerns can feel immediate and timely, yet before the close 
of the 1970s, Susan Sontag had already articulated all of these subjects. Alter-
nately celebrated and derided during her life, Sontag became an icon herself.
    Sontag referenced the camera’s addictive nature, and warned that taking 
pictures only gives “an appearance of participation.” She looked famous be-
fore she became famous, a broodingly austere and voluptuously cerebral star. 
Throughout her entire career Sontag magnetized the camera. For decades, 
while carrying out the garrulous duties of a public intellectual: speeches, in-
terviews, conferences, symposia, Sontag managed to fashion a Garboesque 
mystique, but actually she professed to wanting to be Garbo.      
     The contact sheet is a telling form - a positive print of negatives from a 
photo shoot - the purpose of which is to be able to visually scan all the images, 
in order to select the ones to be enlarged. In this editing process, the outtakes 
are removed  from what is publicly seen. Of the photographs from Peter Hu-
jar’s 1975 photo session with Sontag, the outtakes are far more revealing than 
the iconic image that made the cut.
     In her writing, Sontag championed an examination of subjects that were over-
looked, undervalued, less than noteworthy, or marginalized. But by getting en-
snared in her own desire to be SONTAG we miss out on her being able to reveal a 
messier, more vulnerable, un-curated,  less vain, and perhaps braver Sontag. 



Black Panther is not the prowling feline symbol of power and dangerous beauty, 
but the equally powerful and radical political activist fighting for the cause in Oak-
land in 1966. Or as The Stones sang that same year:  “I’ve seen your red door and I 
want it painted black, No colors any more, I want them to turn black....”

Gray Shower is the romantic mist that fogs the brain 

Shadow Gray is a doom cast over the story

Then the mist slowly wraps itself around, and sullies Sweet Innocence

Marilyn’s Dress is the one from the scene in The Seven Year Itch - an iconic 20th 
Century image - Monroe standing on a New York subway grate as her white dress 
is blown upwards by a passing train. The movie’s title refers to declining interest in 
a monogamous relationship after seven years of marriage

Wedding Veil wafts between Marilyn and either Joe DiMaggio or Arthur Miller.
Both were husbands in failed marriages, neither lasting anywhere near seven years

A stack of six books with dark to light gray cloth covers, selected from a list of 430 
books once owned by Marilyn Monroe:

The Fall  by Albert Camus
Madame Bovary by Gustave Flaubert
Das Kapital  by Karl Marx
Death In Venice by Thomas Mann
The House Of The Dead by Fyodor Dostoevsky
Letters Of Sigmund Freud

Sad Gray Story: Marilyn, 2020
Gray photographic backdrop paper; photographers posing bench, stack of six gray 
clothed books in varying shades dark to light; framed digital print of six photographs 
of Marilyn Monroe in reading poses; Benjamin Moore Paint color preview strip.

I envision Benjamin Moore Color Preview Strip 2125 as a mid-Century 
story. Maybe Joan Didion’s The White Album tinted in six degrees from dull 
black on the left to a smutty white on the right. The colors are ordinary, but 
the sequence of names is memorable.

Deconstructed (Blow-Up), 2020
Seamless backdrop papers, some intact, some crumpled; camera with play-
back monitor showing on an endless loop a scene from the film Blow-Up.

The narrative of Michelangelo Antonioni’s 1966 film Blow-Up, covers a day 
in the life of a glamorous fashion photographer in sixties London. After a 
fashion shoot, he finds himself wandering in a park where he comes across 
two lovers who are alarmed and furious to find that he is photographing 
them. The woman attempts to wrestle the film from his camera. Back in 
his studio, and curious, the photographer makes enlargements of the pho-
tographs of lovers in the park, and discovers that there is perhaps a third 
person with a pistol lurking in the trees. At this moment the photographer is 
disturbed by a knock, and in come two young girls wanting to pose for him. 
     When reading about the film’s plot, the ensuing scene is described as “a romp 
with the girls in front of and amidst studio backdrop paper.”  I recall seeing the 
film as a teenager. At the time I might have described the beautifully colorful 
scene as a “romp,” and my friends and I aspired to dress just like those girls. It’s 
only now, thinking about backdrops, that I’ve revisited the scene, and realized 
that it is something far more disturbing, predatory, and insidious. 
     Here on a pristine white seamless studio backdrop, are a crumpled lavender 
colored backdrop paper and two smaller pink and green papers (stand-ins for 
the girls). These are physical embodiments of the aftermath of the scene’s 
“romp.” In front of the backdrop papers is a camera, whose monitor shows 
the Blow-Up scene: a recording not of this present static set, but disturbing 
footage from the past, seen with present-day eyes.



Chairman Andy, 2021
Stage, facsimiles of Warhol’s chair collection painted black, 7 digital faux-silkscreen 
paintings, seamless backdrop color chart.

After Warhol’s unexpected death in 1987, most of his personal possessions, 
including his extensive collections, were sold at auction by Sotheby’s. His 
taste was eclectic—the collecting itself, a form of artistic practice. 
     Warhol began collecting seriously in the mid-1950s. Over the years he 
grew so avid that shopping became a part of his daily routine. Anecdotes 
about his shopping habits and his gleeful pursuit of a bargain are abundant.
     At the time of his death, Warhol left behind a townhouse on New York’s 
East 66th Street, filled with his collections. Warhol rarely entertained in his 
home. Friends noted that his thirty-room house was so stuffed with furniture 
and myriad collected items, that he was living in only two of the rooms. 
     This image of Warhol sitting amid a portion of his chair collection ap-
peared in one of the six catalog volumes for the Sotheby’s auctions “The Andy 
Warhol Collection,” April 23-May 3, 1988.

(According to Chris), 2021
Engraved granite book-shaped marker with the test: TELL THEM I SAID SOMETHING 

LAST WORDS OF PANCHO VILLA   (ACCORDING TO CHRIS MANN), inset video showing 
an aerial view of Chris Mann rehearsing.

The stone is not engraved with the dates March 9, 1949 - September 11, 2018. 
And I’d like to communicate that this is not a tombstone. Or rather, it’s not a 
tombstone for a person. Though it has many of the attributes of a tombstone, 
maybe it’s more a marker for the thoughts, the work, the language, and the 
ways of a person - allowing for adherence to the form of a tombstone, while 
also breaking with it.
     Chris Mann cited Pancho Villa’s last words “Tell them I said something,” 
as being a great linguistic way to fade out. It seems that the story of Villa’s 
final words may actually be apocryphal. This could only have added to the 
attraction for Chris, who was not a stickler for fact and such concerns of mere 
mortals. Chris was by no means a liar, he just rhymed and connected every-
thing with everything else … and if that rhyming and connecting needed a 
nudge in it’s “truthiness,” he was happy to oblige. I gave up on being his “fact 
checker,” as that would have been a full-time occupation. In giving up on 
sorting out the facts, I came to understand that the slippage and the connec-
tions were the mechanism and also the point. 



Joyce’s Schema, 2020
Display stand showing a facsimile of James Joyce’s handwritten schema for his novel 
Ulysses, 1921.

The Gilbert Schema was produced by the author to aid a close friend in un-
derstanding the fundamental structure of his book Ulysses. A few such charts 
were produced by James Joyce, and given in secret, with Joyce’s explicit appeal 
that they not be published or distributed. In spite of his requests, more or less 
accurate typed copies of the authorized schemas were produced and circulated. 
Regarding the chart Joyce wrote: 

“My damned monster-novel it would be better to send a sort of summary - key - skel-
eton - scheme (for home use only)... I have given only Schlagworte [catchwords] in my 
scheme but I think you will understand it all the same. It is the epic of two races (Isra-
el-Ireland) and at the same time the cycle of the human body as well as a little story of 
a day (life). The character of Ulysses has fascinated me ever since boyhood… For seven 
years I have been working at this book - blast it! It is also a kind of encyclopedia. My 
intention is not only to render the myth sub specie temporis nostri [in the light of our 
own times] but also to allow each adventure (that is, every hour, every organ, every art 
being interconnected and interrelated in the somatic scheme of the whole) to condition 
and even to create its own technique...”

Some examples from the schema’s categories:

Title: Calypso,  Scene: Bloom’s House,  Hour: 8am, Organ: kidney, Art: Home economic,  Co-
lour: orange, Symbol: nymph

Title: Lotus-Eaters, Scene: Bath, Hour: 10am, Organ: genitals, Art: botany, chemistry, Colour: 
white, Symbol: caretaker

Title: Hades, Scene: Glasnevin Cemetery, Hour: 11am, Organ: heart, Art: religion, Colour: 
black, Symbol: caretaker

Andy’s Doodles, 2020
Display case with a facsimile of a book owned and doodled in by Andy Warhol. 
The original of Andy’s book was seen in the exhibition “Warhol By the Book,” The 
Morgan Library, 2016.

The book, owned and doodled in by Andy Warhol, is opened to pages that 
read: Part II Varieties of Adjustive Behavior. The title and subject of the book 
are unknown. The section heading “Adjustive Behavior” suggests that the 
book’s topic might pertain to the response of an organism that effectively 
incorporates environmental or situational demands. 
So Andy!

              
 



Jackie’s French Verbs, 2020
Display case in the form of a child’s desk, with glass top and mirrored interior containing 
a facsimile of a book once own by Jacqueline Bouvier Kennedy Onassis. The book is 
open to pages with her childhood drawings, and French verb conjugations. The cover is 
seen reflected in a mirror at the bottom of the desk.
   
In April, 1996, I came upon the Sotheby’s auction catalogue for the estate 
of Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis.  The catalogue did not aspire to the “whole 
Jackie,” or even the “true Jackie”; it proclaimed the “residue of Jackie.” As an 
homage to their absent subject, the objects and the photographs in the cata-
logue bore something of her aura with them in their elegance and solemnity. It 
was her absence, the inference of Jackie, that held the objects together. 
     There was a lot to shop for, but the single item I coveted most was Lot 166,  
Jacqueline Bouvier’s schoolgirl French grammar book. Her name and class are 
written on the cover, and the book contains a double spread with her verb 
conjugations and girlie cinch-waisted fashion sketches. Sotheby’s estimated the 
book’s value at $500-$800. It sold for $42,550. I was not the buyer.

Jackie’s conjugations of the French verb Dire (To Say):

Je dis  (I say)
Je dirais  (I would say)
Je dis  (I say)
Je dirai  (I will say)
Je diras  (I would say)
dis   quit dise   dirons   dites   quit    (say  what say   we will say   say   who?)
Je dise  (I say)
Je disse  (I say - incorrect spelling?)          

Austen’s Pins, 2020
Display case showing a facsimile of a page with numbered editing pins used by Jane 
Austen in the early 19th C. The numbers correspond to points in the texts where edits 
had been made.

The original editing pins and the manuscript of Jane Austen’s novel The Wat-
sons (abandoned in 1805,) are housed in the collections of the Bodleian Li-
brary at  Oxford University. 
     The full pages of The Watsons suggest that Austen did not anticipate a 
protracted process of redrafting. With no calculated blank spaces and no ob-
vious way of incorporating large revisions or expansions, she had to find other 
strategies. She made her corrections on small pieces of paper filled closely and 
neatly. With straight pins she attached these papers to the manuscript at the 
precise spots where erased material was to be covered, or where an insertion 
was required to expand the text.        
  



Nabokov’s Collection, 2020
Entomological case atop a standing desk. The entomological contains a collection of 
folded/pinned tiny images of various covers for Nabokov’s novel Lolita.

These “specimens” are pinned into a print of Nabokov’s diary from Septem-
ber 18, 1954, written while on a butterfly-collecting trip in the Western U.S. 
The diary page contains a memo (to whom? to himself?). He is obssesing 
about the whereabouts of the manuscript of Lolita (in locked table in office 
key in small box with flowers on lid (presume peonies)). When he wrote this 
diary entry, Nabokov had planned to publish the book pseudonymously and 
was apprehensive that someone might find it.
     Admirers of the great novelist Vladimir Nabokov know that collecting 
and classifying butterflies was for him not so much a hobby as an obsession. 
He was a master of the minuscule and the particular, the perfect telling de-
tail through which everything else comes into focus (a trait as critical in an 
entomologist as in a writer). Nabokov generally wrote in the mornings at a 
standing desk, composing his texts on lined note cards.

Barthes’ Exercises, 2020
Drawing table display with a facsimile of a drawing with gouache by Roland Barthes, and 
with a photograph of Roland Barthes at home posing at his painting and drawing set-up.

Working on paper, and always at a convenient tabletop scale, Barthes drew 
in the afternoons in-between writing, and while on vacation. Perhaps we can 
refer to these drawings as “exercises.” Their simplicity and the lack of devi-
ation suggests less an exploration of drawing, more an exercise in drawing. 
Like a child’s divided foucus in completing their homework, these drawings 
are the work of a writer who has slipped away from his studies, and allowed 
his handwriting and concentration to wander.
     Barthes wrote extensively and beautifully about drawing, particularly the 
drawings of Cy Twombly. When discussing his own drawings Barthes pointed 
out that these were the work of an amateur, noting that the amateur engages 
in painting, music, sport, science, without the spirit of mastery or competition 
…The word amateur comes from the Latin amare meaning to love. It is used 
to refer to someone who does something purely for the love of it.  




